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Executive Summary

Assisted Outpatient Treatment (AOT) is the practice of providing community-based mental health treatment under civil court commitment, as a means of: (1) motivating an adult with mental illness who struggles with voluntary treatment adherence to engage fully with their treatment plan; and (2) focusing the attention of treatment providers on the need to work diligently to keep the person engaged in effective treatment.

Studies demonstrate that when adequately funded and carefully implemented, AOT reduces system treatment costs and improves participants’ quality of life. But while state laws authorizing AOT are widespread (covering all but three states at the time of this publication), the actual practice of AOT by mental health systems is not. The purpose of this paper is to serve as an informational starting point for those wishing to reap the benefits of AOT implementation in their own communities.

Essential Elements of AOT Programs

In particular, this paper offers guidance in the establishment and operation of formal AOT programs on the local level. An AOT program is defined herein by its “essential elements,” as a systematic, organized effort to:

1. identify individuals within the service area who appear to be persistently non-adherent with needed treatment for their mental illness and meet criteria for AOT under state law;
2. ensure that whenever such individuals are identified, the mental health system itself takes the initiative to gather the required evidence and apply to the court for AOT, rather than rely on community members to do so (although community members should not be impeded from initiating an AOT petition or investigation where permitted by state law);
3. safeguard the due process rights of participants at all stages of AOT proceedings;
4. maintain clear lines of communication between the court and the treatment team, such that the court receives the clinical information it needs to exercise its authority appropriately and the treatment team is able to leverage the court’s powers as needed;
5. provide evidence-based treatment services focused on engagement and helping the participant maintain stability and safety in the community;
6. continually evaluate the appropriateness of the participant’s treatment plan throughout the AOT period, and make adjustments as warranted;
7. employ specific protocols to respond in the event that an AOT participant falters in maintaining treatment engagement;
8. evaluate each AOT participant at the end of the commitment period to determine whether it is appropriate to seek renewal of the commitment or allow the participant to transition to voluntary care;
9. ensure that upon transitioning out of the program, each participant remains connected to the treatment services they continue to need to maintain stability and safety.
Setting Up for Success: The Building Blocks of a Sustainable AOT Program

An AOT program encompassing all nine of the “essential elements” takes planning and collaboration among a range of community stakeholders. To simplify this process, this paper identifies ten “Building Blocks” for establishing a new AOT program and maintaining it as a permanent fixture within a local mental health system:

**Building Block 1:** Secure buy-in from key leadership.

**Building Block 2:** Reach a shared understanding of the law and the funding landscape.

**Building Block 3:** Determine the appropriate level of judicial engagement.

**Building Block 4:** Establish a mechanism for oversight of participants.

**Building Block 5:** Create written policies, procedures and forms.

**Building Block 6:** Hold regular stakeholder meetings.

**Building Block 7:** Print materials to inform participants of rights and responsibilities.

**Building Block 8:** Educate stakeholders and the community at large.

**Building Block 9:** Track data for purposes of program evaluation and improvement.

**Building Block 10:** Mentor neighboring communities.

Maximizing Results: Tips from AOT Practitioners

The Building Blocks offer guidance in developing and sustaining an AOT program but say little about maximizing results in the day-to-day practice of AOT. This is an area sorely in need of study. Although a substantial body of research affirms the effectiveness of particular AOT programs, few of the studies to date have endeavored to measure the impacts of the various policy choices that AOT programs make.

Until such data is available, the Tips from AOT Practitioners offer advice drawn from a wide range of AOT experience. They reflect deeply held views of the practitioners consulted on the policies and practices that allow AOT programs to achieve optimal outcomes for participants.

**Tip 1:** Foster a culture of respect and compassion.

**Tip 2:** Deliver comprehensive evidence-based mental health services.

**Tip 3:** Incorporate a treatment plan into the court order.

**Tip 4:** Respond appropriately to treatment non-adherence.

**Tip 5:** Maintain a sufficient duration of commitment for each participant.

**Tip 6:** Make judicious use of law enforcement partners. **Tip**

**Tip 7:** Ensure warm hand-offs upon treatment transitions. **Tip**

**Tip 8:** Encourage family and friend engagement.
Purpose of this document
In 2018, the American Psychiatric Association was awarded a grant from the Substance Abuse and Mental Health Services Administration (SAMHSA) to establish a training program to facilitate the national expansion of assisted outpatient treatment (AOT). This paper was developed as a baseline for the content of that training program. It aims to explain what AOT is and how it can benefit communities, provide a view into the variability of AOT programs, and identify practices considered promising for successful systematic implementation.

The contributors to this paper include AOT-involved consumers, practitioners, judges, law enforcement officers, and researchers from across the nation. The AOT programs they represent include those operating in rural, suburban and urban environments; both long-standing and newly implemented programs; and programs employing varying levels of judicial engagement.

Introduction
Adults with severe mental illness (SMI) comprise less than 4% of the United States population. The great majority can be treated effectively with current medications, therapy and community supports. Yet on any given day, as many as half are not receiving treatment. There are multiple reasons for this troubling state of affairs -- some related to a widespread lack of access to treatment services, and others reflecting the difficulty of keeping some people with SMI engaged with treatment. Access barriers are largely attributable to the need for services outweighing the funding available in the public mental health system or from private insurers. Engagement challenges (i.e., the fact that some individuals with SMI are non-adherent to the medications and therapies made available to them) tend to be more complex. Reasons for treatment non-adherence include deficits in cognitive functioning, financial and transportation barriers, lack of community supports and prior negative experiences with medications. For some, an overriding reason for non-treatment is an inability to recognize and acknowledge their illness and/or need for treatment. A persistent lack of awareness of illness is sometimes a manifestation of the illness itself — and is not fully understood clinically, but has been viewed by some as a symptom of brain dysfunction referenced in the neurology literature as “anosognosia.”

As represented in the graphic below (Figure 1), the typical pattern for those unable to adhere to treatment is to cycle repeatedly from tenuous stability to psychiatric crisis.
It is this subset of the universe of people with SMI -- those caught in the mental health system’s “revolving door” who are unwilling or unable to voluntarily engage with treatment -- for whom the clinical and legal mechanism of “assisted outpatient treatment” (AOT) has been designed. AOT is community-based mental health treatment provided under civil commitment, authorized by law in 47 states and the District of Columbia at the time of this publication. It leverages the authority of the court to motivate the participant to maintain engagement with treatment providers. After extensive review, the American Psychiatric Association has concluded, with respect to people with SMI who are unlikely to seek or voluntarily adhere to needed treatment, that AOT programs “have demonstrated their effectiveness when
The three states lacking AOT laws as of 2019 are Connecticut, Massachusetts and Maryland.
systematically implemented, linked to intensive outpatient services and prescribed for extended periods of time.”

Although AOT is not a panacea for the many challenges currently facing public mental health, it is an essential tool for mental health systems struggling to meet the needs of their most difficult-to-serve patients. Research demonstrates that participation in AOT has a significant effect in preventing re-hospitalization and re-arrest for the limited population it serves, when compared with similar services provided without court involvement.

Implementing AOT, however, is not simply a matter of a judge issuing court orders. Effective implementation requires a concerted collaborative effort by local mental health officials, community-based providers, the court (to varying degrees, depending on the program model), hospitals, consumer and family advocates, and law enforcement.

If all of these stakeholders are willing to make the necessary modest investments of time and resources, the process of establishing an AOT program need not be especially complex or difficult. The rewards may take many forms, including lives saved, recoveries achieved, suffering prevented, budget strain reduced, and access to services expanded.

**What is AOT?**

AOT -- known by a variety of other names from state to state, including “outpatient civil commitment” and “mandatory outpatient treatment” -- is the practice of providing community-based mental health treatment under civil court commitment, as a means of:

1. motivating an adult with mental illness who struggles with voluntary treatment adherence to engage fully with their treatment plan
2. focusing the attention of treatment providers on the need to work diligently to keep the person engaged in effective treatment.

It is intended to maximize the safety and well-being of both the participant and the public by averting, or at least diminishing, the consequences of treatment non-adherence.

Historically, patients involuntarily committed to hospitals were confined for long periods. In the modern era, civil hospital stays are short and patients are typically discharged when no longer deemed imminently dangerous to self or others. For some individuals with SMI, discharge happens too early in their recovery to allow them to appreciate the need to continue treatment. AOT initially evolved as a hospital discharge-planning tool, utilized with participants considered unlikely to engage with outpatient treatment if allowed complete autonomy.

More recently, AOT has also emerged as a process initiated preventatively for an individual in the community who does not currently meet hospital commitment criteria, but appears to be decompensating due to treatment non-adherence. Some jurisdictions have also found AOT useful in transitioning individuals with mental illness from the criminal justice system to community-based treatment, to prevent both future hospitalization and criminal recidivism.
An often-overlooked essential feature of AOT is the intended mutuality of responsibility to the court. Just as the court commits the participant to engage with the treatment prescribed, the treatment system is increasingly engaged to provide the necessary services in a timely manner and at a high level of quality. In many states, this takes the form of a specific treatment plan incorporated into the court order, which both participant and providers develop and are expected to honor.

Unlike other legal proceedings involving a court order, AOT is not typically enforced by the threat of contempt of court. Many states explicitly prohibit holding a non-adherent AOT participant in contempt. Even where allowed by law, it is widely understood that punishing a participant for disengaging from treatment would be counter-therapeutic and counter-productive. Instead, the theory behind AOT is simply that a court order can help motivate the participant to regard treatment adherence as a matter of great importance.

However, the preclusion of punishment for a participant’s failure to follow the AOT court order should not be confused with a preclusion of consequence in such circumstances. The section of this paper on “Maximizing Results” discusses how AOT programs appropriately respond to participant non-adherence.

What Is An AOT Program? (The Essential Elements)

At its core, AOT is a legal procedure that may be employed in the case of a specific individual who meets statutory criteria. It would certainly be possible for a local mental health system to think of AOT strictly in these terms, i.e., as a tool to be utilized from time to time, perhaps initiated by a family member or caregiver, when traditional service delivery models have failed.

While this sort of transactional approach to AOT is an option, this paper is targeted to those interested in implementing AOT in a more comprehensive and systematic manner. Research and experience shows that communities can make the greatest possible use of their state AOT laws by establishing a local AOT program, i.e., an organized effort encompassing these essential elements:

1. identify individuals within the service area who appear to be persistently non-adherent with needed treatment for their mental illness and meet criteria for AOT under state law;
2. ensure that whenever such individuals are identified, the mental health system itself takes the initiative to gather the required evidence and petition the court for AOT, rather than rely on community members to do so (although community members should not be impeded from initiating an AOT petition or investigation where permitted by state law);ii
3. safeguard the due process rights of participants at all stages of AOT proceedings;

ii Many states allow family members (and sometimes other private citizens) to petition the court for an AOT order. Having this as a legal option makes AOT possible in a particular case where no program exists in the jurisdiction, or as a fail-safe where an existing program declines or neglects to petition, but it would be impractical to base an AOT program on the expectation of private petitioning. Family members are often reluctant to assume an adversarial posture against their loved one in court, and/or ill-equipped to hire counsel and compile the required evidence. Family members may also have different views than the service providers about an individual’s treatment needs.
4. maintain clear lines of communication between the court and the treatment team, such that the court receives the clinical information it needs to exercise its authority appropriately and the treatment team is able to leverage the court’s powers as needed;

5. provide evidence-based treatment services focused on engagement and helping the participant maintain stability and safety in the community;

6. continually evaluate the appropriateness of the participant’s treatment plan throughout the AOT period, and make adjustments as warranted;

7. employ specific protocols to respond in the event that an AOT participant falters in maintaining treatment engagement;

8. evaluate each AOT participant at the end of the commitment period to determine whether it is appropriate to seek renewal of the commitment or allow the participant to transition to voluntary care;

9. ensure that upon transitioning out of the program, each participant remains connected to the treatment services they continue to need to maintain stability and safety.

This list of essential elements is intended only to identify the basic functions that together constitute an AOT program. An ostensible AOT program is fundamentally incomplete if it fails to include any of these functions, but that is not to suggest that a program which “checks all the boxes” will necessarily be successful. The “Maximizing Results” section of this paper identifies policies and practices that existing AOT programs have found allow them to perform these essential functions effectively.

Setting Up for Success: The Building Blocks of a Sustainable AOT Program

Through consultation and observation of many AOT programs, from conception to infancy to maturity, ten “Building Blocks” have been identified – the basic steps that community stakeholders can take to establish a new AOT program and maintain it as a permanent fixture within a local mental health system.

The Building Blocks are intended to guide local teams comprised of mental health authorities, providers of hospital and community-based care, and civil court judges in the establishment and day-to-day operation of AOT programs. They are not intended as a “cookie-cutter” guide to AOT implementation nor to suggest that any two counties should practice AOT in exactly the same way.

Accordingly, several of the Building Blocks reflect the need for a culture of collaboration to facilitate informed decision-making and tailoring of an AOT program to account for a particular jurisdiction’s laws, population, resource limitations, and stakeholders. For example, New York City’s extensively studied AOT program utilizes a limited level of court engagement, largely relying instead on the City Health Department’s oversight of the participant’s treatment adherence. By contrast, the AOT program in Bexar County, Texas was created at the impetus of the probate court and not surprisingly employs a more judge-centric model.

© 2019 American Psychiatric Association. All rights reserved.
The Building Blocks were identified through observation of commonalities (not necessarily universal) among existing AOT programs. Further study is needed to conclusively link these recommendations to improved participant outcomes.

Building Block 1: Secure buy-in from key leadership.

The launch of a new AOT program should begin with bringing together key leaders of the treatment system, the court, and the mental health advocacy community to form an “AOT implementation team” for the purposes of planning and conducting a needs-assessment. The planning process will benefit from these leaders' strong knowledge of the community and its existing resources and challenges. It is especially helpful if one strong leader assumes a primary role as the driving force for AOT implementation. Each of these stakeholders represents a link in the chain of a well-functioning AOT program; failure to secure buy-in from any one could prove fatal to the entire venture.

While support of top organizational leadership is critical, some participants in the initial planning should be middle management staff more directly involved in the day-to-day functioning of the system. Although top leaders may know how things are supposed to work, those with direct supervisory roles know how things actually work, which is critical to inform the planning.

Ideally, participants include the leadership of:

Public mental health authority

Most state statutes commit an AOT participant to the state, regional or county mental health authority, although commitment directly to a private provider is sometimes permitted. It is generally the responsibility of the authority to see that transitions between levels of care are effectively managed and that the clinical team is able to help the participant meet the requirements of the court order. This requires adequate staffing, services and program support, to provide regular review of the participants committed to its care.

Civil court judge and other court personnel

The judge and other court officers are responsible for conducting the judicial proceeding outlined in the statute. They ensure that timelines for notice, hearings and rulings are met. In each case, the judge must determine whether the need for AOT has been established under state law according to the applicable standard of proof. If the participant has difficulty maintaining engagement with treatment, the judge may be called upon to order an emergency evaluation, and/or determine if the participant has come to require commitment to a more restrictive treatment setting.
Beyond those essential functions, the role of the civil court judge in an AOT program can vary greatly depending on the community and the particular program’s design. This is discussed in greater detail in Building Block 3.

**Mental health professionals representing community-based, inpatient and psychiatric crisis services**

The community-based clinical team’s primary goal is to engage the participant, with the ultimate goal of having the participant accept needed treatment, including medication, voluntarily. Once the AOT order is in place, the clinician works with the participant to develop a treatment plan, detailing the services necessary for the participant to maintain stability and achieve their recovery goals while also ensuring accountability to the mental health authority for delivering needed services. At a minimum, these services must include case management and psychiatric care. In coordinating such care, program staff will need a comprehensive understanding of the underlying treatment funding processes in the state, and strong relationships to navigate eligibility and funding concerns.

Once the plan is in place, the treatment team monitors the participant and provides documentation to support any motions to the court that may become necessary to modify or discontinue the AOT order or seek emergency evaluation.

Most participants enter AOT upon hospital discharge. Typically, a hospital psychiatrist provides necessary documentation so the attorney representing the mental health authority can file the affidavit or petition for inpatient treatment. The AOT order may or may not require an additional court hearing post-discharge. The hospital also has an important role in the enforcement of the AOT order. If participant non-adherence leads to deterioration to a point requiring hospitalization, the hospital should be open to receiving the participant back into care.

Crisis services are an important adjunct to the treatment team. Communication between the treatment team and crisis staff will ensure the sharing of clinical information relevant to the request for evaluation and the post-evaluation discharge plan. If the evaluation determines that the participant does not meet criteria for involuntary hospitalization, crisis services staff should nonetheless encourage the participant to accept medication. Without collaboration between crisis service providers and community-based AOT providers, it is difficult to address a participant’s treatment non-adherence effectively and comprehensively.

**Attorney representing petitioner**

In any civil commitment proceeding, an attorney for the petitioner (the party seeking commitment) presents the evidence in support of the petition. Depending upon the practice of the jurisdiction, this function may be performed by an Assistant District Attorney (operating in a civil capacity), county counsel, agency counsel, hospital counsel,
or an independent attorney under contract. The attorney is also responsible for filing motions, including requests for hearings, requests for evaluation for hospitalization, and motions to continue and discontinue court orders.

Attorney representing respondents

A person for whom civil commitment is sought is known in legal terminology as the “respondent” to the court petition.iii Most states require that such respondents receive legal representation. Although a few states permit representation in AOT cases by a non-attorney, this responsibility generally falls to the same legal services provider (such as a public defender’s office or non-profit legal services corporation) or pool of private attorneys who represent patients in inpatient commitment proceedings in that jurisdiction.

Respondent’s counsel must ensure that their client understands their legal rights and responsibilities before agreeing to participate in AOT. For respondents who exercise their right to contest the AOT petition, counsel must hold the petitioner to its burden of proof in establishing that the respondent meets the statutory AOT eligibility criteria (and in some states, that the proposed treatment plan meets statutory requirements). Respondent’s counsel should also ensure their client has ample opportunity to participate in the design and coordination of their AOT treatment plan.

Sheriff and/or police agency

As the law enforcement arm of the court, the sheriff is generally responsible for serving subpoenas and executing “pick up” orders (authorizing an individual’s transport to, and temporary detention in, a psychiatric facility for evaluation). In some jurisdictions, a police department may take on these responsibilities. Whoever executes the orders would do well to have specialized knowledge, training and experience in dealing with individuals with mental illness. Where available, Crisis Intervention Team (CIT) officers should be deployed. It has been shown that CIT officers generally have lower rates of use of force in the face of participant resistance than non-CIT trained officers.44 Efforts to have mental health staff and police partner for such calls could also be helpful in reducing negative outcomes.

Peer mentors and consumer/family advocates

Experience from AOT programs points to the benefit of involving peer support specialists and consumer and family advocates in developing a program that is responsive to the needs of those it serves.

iii Throughout this paper we refer to an individual who has been court-ordered to receive AOT services as a “participant.” It would be presumptuous to use this term in reference to an individual subject to an unadjudicated AOT petition. We instead refer to such an individual as a “respondent.”
Peer mentors live with mental illness and may prove invaluable in the engagement of participants. Research indicates that using peer mentors can decrease hospitalization for patients hospitalized frequently. They may themselves have experienced AOT and found that it contributed to their recovery.

Consumer advocates can also help energize AOT programs and community education activities and hold programs accountable for the quality of services provided to participants.

Family advocates can educate the community, including other family members, about the availability of AOT and will often help identify gaps in effective implementation.

Building Block 2: Reach a shared understanding of the law and the funding landscape.

Once organized, the AOT stakeholder implementation team should begin its work by thoroughly reviewing the civil commitment laws and regulations in their state to determine the availability of AOT, the legal standards for qualifying an individual to participate, the procedures outlined for obtaining an AOT order, and other guidelines. Before moving ahead, the implementation team must achieve a shared understanding of the law.

An understanding of potential funding streams and the role of managed care, Medicaid and other insurance programs is also critical. The mental health services provided to AOT participants typically rely on funding that the participant is already eligible for, such as Medicaid and/or state or county funds. In cases involving any third-party payer, pre-approval of the components of the AOT treatment plan may also be required. Approval may require additional findings by the clinicians providing the services, such as a finding that the services are medically necessary. In designing the AOT program, the implementation team must be mindful of the underlying treatment funding processes in the state. For AOT participants who are not in the public mental health system, there also may be issues to be considered at the outset as to where and with whom they will receive services and how services will be funded.

Building Block 3: Determine the appropriate level of judicial engagement

The most extensively studied AOT programs, in New York and North Carolina, limit the role of the court to the performance of essential judicial functions. In these programs, judges tend to take their statutory duties seriously (ensuring that procedures are followed and evidentiary burdens are met), but are not relied upon to personally inspire participants to follow their treatment plans. Nationally, other AOT programs place far greater emphasis on the judge as a source of motivation, often utilizing practices that have migrated from problem-solving criminal courts, including mental health courts. This divergence in approach—between programs that
look to the court strictly for the order itself and those in which active courts collaborate with
treatment providers to engage program participants – has been driven by basic differences in
how program planners have conceived AOT across jurisdictions. Which path to follow, or
whether to choose one in between, is a fundamental question an implementation team must
grapple with at an early stage of the planning process.

Under the “active court” model, the judge endeavors at the initial AOT hearing to forge a
personal connection with the participant, and sets out expectations for both participant and the
treatment team. The court also conducts regular status hearings, or reviews, with the parties
during the period of the order.

An AOT program of this type has not yet been the subject of published research, and studies of
mental health or drug courts may be inapplicable due to the inherent differences between civil
and criminal courts (such as the use of sanctions and rewards in criminal treatment courts) and
the nature of the populations served. The ample data currently supporting AOT as an evidence-
based practice under certain conditions has been collected entirely from programs that employ a
more limited role for the judge.

Active court AOT programs seek to leverage what has come to be known as the “black robe
effect.” This is the proposition that an AOT participant’s respect for the authority of the court,
and sense of accountability to the court developed through personal interaction, will provide
additional motivation for treatment engagement.

Those who question the efficacy of the active court model suggest that participants may benefit
more from additional time spent in treatment services than at status hearings, and believe that
over-emphasizing the “black robe effect” is not person-centered and places more valence on the
positive impact of the judge over the treatment system than current research supports. It has
also been noted that an active court model may be more challenging to implement in
jurisdictions where court systems are already overburdened, and may prove more difficult to
sustain over time, as particular judges come and go, in that it requires a judge who is
empathetic, personally invested in the effort, and skilled in motivating participants.

On the other hand, many stakeholders involved in active-court AOT programs believe strongly
that the enhanced role of the judge adds significant value. The impact of an active court on
program outcomes is a question in need of empirical study.

In any event, the choice of model for an implementation team need not be binary. For example,
in some AOT programs, judges attempt to engage personally with participants at their initial
AOT hearings, but do not conduct status hearings during the period of the order. Other
programs conduct status hearings with participants who are thought to need such additional
oversight, but not with others.
Building Block 4: Establish a mechanism for oversight of participants.

The public mental health authority is generally responsible for monitoring the status of AOT participants. How exactly this is achieved varies widely among programs.

In New York City, where there are typically more than 1,000 AOT participants citywide on a given day, monitoring is accomplished through four teams (one for each borough, with Brooklyn and Staten Island combined) staffed by the City’s Department of Health and Mental Hygiene (DHMH). These teams do not themselves provide services to AOT participants, but communicate regularly with the treatment teams and keep careful track of the progress of each participant.

Like other AOT programs across New York State, the New York City program also receives oversight support from the state’s Office of Mental Health (OMH). AOT programs statewide report regularly to their assigned OMH AOT Regional Coordinator on adverse incidents and outreach to participants who cannot be located. All information is captured in a statewide database. This level of oversight likely adds to the documented success of the New York model.

By contrast, in the much smaller jurisdiction of Butler County, Ohio, (pop. 383,000), the role of oversight is delegated to an “AOT monitor” – a single person integral to the AOT program’s ability to coordinate participant care, maintain the progress of each participant through the court system, and track outcomes. As in New York City, the Butler County AOT monitor stands apart from both the treatment team and the court. (In other jurisdictions, the monitor’s function may be assigned to a treatment team member.) But unlike New York City, Butler County employs an active court AOT program model, which requires the monitor to function as a liaison between the court and the treatment team -- maintaining communication between them and serving as a point of contact for each.

The Butler County AOT monitor’s regular duties include tracking all directives from the court, ensuring that needed resources are available to each participant, addressing barriers to service access that participants may encounter, ensuring timely participant evaluations, and generally monitoring whether the services provided are aligned with each participant’s needs.

The use of a single monitor is common in Ohio AOT programs, but there is considerable variety in how the position is staffed, depending on available funding and size of the jurisdiction. Some county mental health boards combine AOT oversight with their forensic monitoring role; others contract with outside agencies to provide the service. As AOT implementation expands in Ohio, a statewide AOT monitors group has formed to share best practices and standardize data collection.

Another model to consider is Arizona, where the state’s Medicaid program, known as the Arizona Health Care Cost Containment System (AHCCCS), provides oversight and monitoring of
the entire mental health system, including AOT, to ensure cost containment and effective use of funds. This allows for AOT data collection and oversight without the creation of a separate AOT monitoring structure.

In the end, those seeking to implement AOT on a local level may find that state government support for the monitoring of AOT participants is not available in their own state. In this circumstance, the implementation team must address the need for an adequate oversight function in their program design and budget.

**Building Block 5: Create written policies, procedures and forms.**

Prior to program launch, implementation team work groups should finalize basic policies and procedures. These may include task flow diagrams, job descriptions, organizational charts, contact lists, sample educational materials, and any anticipated pathways of care, written in a manner understandable to all involved. Locally tailored documents should set forth criteria for AOT as well as processes for involuntary commitment and continuity of treatment during transitions between levels of care and providers or to another jurisdiction.

Forms for participant tracking, assessment and monitoring progress are also vital to successful AOT programs. Similar to a patient record, documentation regarding a participant’s progress can tell a story and assist with planning. A well-developed tracking system facilitates routine data collection at critical junctures in time for each participant.  

**Building Block 6: Hold regular stakeholder meetings.**

Once an AOT program is launched, a group representing each of the stakeholders listed in Building Block 1 (but not necessarily the same top leaders who comprised the implementation team) should continue to meet periodically for purposes of program improvement and evaluation. Each meeting agenda should focus on assessing the program’s current impact on participant outcomes, ensuring that appropriate individuals are being referred to AOT, and identifying gaps in services. Meetings should be held at least quarterly; greater frequency may be required in the initial years of the program, or to accommodate interest in engagement from community members.

**Building Block 7: Print materials to inform participants of rights and responsibilities.**

Participants are sometimes committed to AOT during a psychiatric crisis or with great anxiety and confusion about their rights and responsibilities. Some AOT programs have found it helpful to provide participants with a standardized pamphlet or handbook when they join the program. The materials should:
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• be written simply;
• be offered in all languages commonly spoken in the jurisdiction;
• provide a basic explanation of the program and the legal implications of the court order;
• assure participants of their rights to due process and high-quality treatment in conjunction with their responsibilities to adhere, and provide guidance on how to seek redress for perceived rights violations;
• list contact information for key members of the program team.

Building Block 8: Educate stakeholders and the community at large.

Community engagement regarding the potential benefits and the process of AOT should be initiated prior to program launch and repeated periodically. This will deepen stakeholder investment in the success of the program and facilitate identification of proper AOT candidates from all referral sources. Target audiences include:

• Staff at health care facilities and agencies serving potential AOT participants
• Family, caregivers
• National Alliance on Mental Illness (NAMI) affiliates and other advocacy groups
• Law enforcement
• Peer-support services
• Psychiatrists in private practice

Building Block 9: Track data for purposes of program evaluation and improvement.

Tracking tools can assist with measuring success, identifying opportunities for improvement, and performing program cost/benefit analysis. Teams should consider data tracking capacity during the planning stages. It is recommended that participant data continue to be tracked after AOT graduation to measure the sustainability of gains achieved under the program. Key data include:

• Hospitalizations and emergency room / crisis center visits (psychiatric and otherwise)
• Civil commitments
• Criminal justice interactions
• Housing maintenance
• Employment
• Treatment costs

Evaluation of participant and family satisfaction is also important in sustaining the program in the long term. A neutral third party should be engaged to conduct an analysis of program feedback. Areas of evaluation may include:
• Interactions during court proceedings
• Interactions during treatment team meetings
• Quality of information about the program provided to participants
• Perceptions as to whether the program upheld standards of participant dignity/privacy
• Perceptions of coercion
• Perceived benefits of participation
• Suggestions for improvement

Another critical source of information is program staff. A process should be developed for the regular reporting to the stakeholder group of the staff’s unvarnished (and potentially anonymous) opinions and observations.

New York’s AOT statute requires robust data collection from each program to the state OMH; the agency makes the latest collected data available on its website. This data measures the effectiveness of AOT and collects demographics of participants. The cost of the reporting infrastructure and data analysis is borne by the state.

California’s AOT statute also requires data collection, but has been criticized for not also providing a mechanism for reporting. Roughly 50% of AOT programs in California are collecting data.\(^\text{18}\) New Jersey’s Department of Human Services collects data on county-level programs throughout the state. The Ohio Department of Mental Health and Addiction Services has developed a data portal in an effort to facilitate and standardize county AOT programs’ data collection.

AOT programs must not only collect information, but also use it. The tracking and surveys called for above should be utilized to identify deficiencies in the program and should lead to the development and execution of improvements. Developing improvement strategies is a primary purpose of regular stakeholder meetings.

Participant and community needs change over time. Programs must expect to adapt continually to maintain good outcomes.

**Building Block 10: Mentor neighboring communities.**

Given that AOT requires considerable effort to initiate at the program level, successful AOT programs should assist their neighboring communities in developing their own AOT programs. The incentive for becoming an AOT knowledge resource for others includes a significant element of self-interest. Like everyone else, people under AOT often relocate across county and state lines. If a participant relocates to a nearby county without AOT, the court order cannot be meaningfully transferred and so the leverage of court-ordered treatment would be lost. If a particular AOT program operates as an island, participants who are less willing to engage in
treatment may move to the neighboring county, which can effectively negate the court order. The goal of maximizing treatment engagement for individuals in need of ongoing supports should be pursued even across geographical boundaries, for the benefit of all.

Establishing a network of operational AOT programs in a region makes each local program that much better equipped to maintain continuity of care. This can only happen over time, as successful early adopters help and serve as models to their nearby counterparts. However, it must be re-emphasized that one community’s AOT program might look different from another’s. For participants who relocate and transition between AOT programs, the important constant is for court-ordered care to yield maximum treatment engagement.

An AOT program’s support for expanded implementation in its region might include:

- Presentations to stakeholder groups in neighboring counties;
- Inviting teams from neighboring counties to visit and observe the program in action;
- Publishing reports touting the program’s clinical and fiscal successes;
- Seeking local media coverage of the AOT program;
- Freely sharing court forms, policy documents, budgets, staffing models, etc.

Maximizing Results: Tips from AOT Practitioners

The Building Blocks presented above offer guidance in developing an AOT program and sustaining it over time. They say little, however, about the day-to-day practice of AOT – that is, how treatment professionals and courts interact with participants and one another to make the program successful in improving treatment engagement and averting psychiatric crisis, hospitalization and criminalization. This section focuses on policies and practices associated with a wide variety of AOT programs, identified by practitioners (judges, psychiatrists, program directors and staff, et. al.) as critical to improving outcomes for AOT participants.

Caveat to Consider

Much of what is advocated in this section has a basis in research conducted outside the context of an AOT program. Although there is a substantial body of research demonstrating the effectiveness of AOT under certain conditions, studies published to date have generally not endeavored to identify the impact on results of the specific practices followed or policy choices made by AOT programs. In the absence of such data, some of the tips provided herein instead spring from anecdotal views of those with extensive experience in the practice and observation of AOT.

———

iv Current and former AOT practitioners and stakeholders consulted in the drafting of this paper include: Jennifer Bayer, Director of Continuity of Care, MHMR of Tarrant County, TX; Latricia Coffey, MD, Psychiatrist, Las Vegas, NV; Robert Davison, LPC, Chief Executive Officer, MHA of Essex and Morris Counties, NJ; Hon. Oscar J. Kazen, JD, Probate Judge, Bexar County, TX; Melissa Knopp, JD, Project Manager, Stepping Up Ohio; Sgt. Kelly Kruger,
Tip 1: Foster a culture of respect and compassion.

By far, the most essential practice of any AOT program is to treat participants at all times with respect and compassion. Many participants are ordered to AOT at a time when they do not want to be, after years of negative experience with courts and psychiatric treatment. Quite understandably, they may associate going to court with being “in trouble” and regard treatment as unnecessary and burdensome. Successful AOT programs strive from day one to dispel such associations. They want participants to welcome the involvement of the treatment team (and the judge in programs utilizing active courts) in their lives -- to view AOT as a vehicle to a better life.

The obligations of respect and compassion extend to all members of the AOT team who interact with the participant. It begins with the clinical team members who work with the participant to develop the treatment plan. To the greatest extent possible, the plan should reflect the participant’s own views of what treatments are most effective, and be oriented towards helping the participant achieve their own personal life goals. Practices such as shared and supported decision-making and motivational interviewing promote participant engagement by affirming the participant’s choices in treatment. The enhanced relationship between participant and provider is instrumental in achieving treatment adherence both while AOT is in effect and after it ends.

It is equally critical that participants receive compassion and respect from the court. This is especially true for programs that employ an active court model, relying on the judge or other court official meeting repeatedly with the participant over a series of status conferences. Participants are well-served by judges who take time to get to know and establish rapport with them, convey a strong and sincere concern for their quality of care and quality of life, take joy in and congratulate them for their success, know their life goals and support their pursuit of them, and take their complaints and concerns seriously.

For both the treatment team and the court, the principles of “therapeutic jurisprudence” are key to forging the bonds of trust with the AOT participant that motivate treatment engagement. Therapeutic jurisprudence is a legal movement rooted in the view that the law should be used to promote the mental and physical well-being of the people it affects. Research on AOT has found a strong connection between the practice of therapeutic jurisprudence and participant satisfaction.

This echoes broader mental health research finding that levels of perceived coercion do not necessarily correlate with being court-ordered to care. An individual who is ostensibly receiving care voluntarily may nonetheless feel high levels of coercion if they feel the system is unfair or has ignored their wants and needs; conversely, an individual under civil commitment

______________________________

Psychiatric Liaison Unit, San Francisco Police Department; Hon. Cynthia Lu, JD, Probate Judge, Washoe County, NV.; Nicholas Schrantz, MA, Probate Monitor, Butler County, OH; Eric Smith, Former AOT Participant, Bexar County TX; Hon. Elinore Marsh Stormer, JD, Probate Judge, Summit County, OH.
may perceive no coercion if they believe they have been treated with dignity and respect by caregivers throughout the commitment process.

**Tip 2: Deliver comprehensive evidence-based mental health services.**

It should come as no revelation that quality treatment is essential to effective AOT. Every AOT treatment plan must be tailored to the specific individual needs of the participant, which may vary greatly in intensity.

A common misconception is that every AOT participant requires service under the comprehensive model known as "Assertive Community Treatment" (ACT). The severity of clinical need of many AOT participants may make them candidates for ACT, but there is no research to suggest that such services are always necessary for those who meet AOT criteria. There is, however, research to support the efficacy of AOT with varying levels of service intensity, including other forms of case management such as Intensive Case Management (ICM). Determinations of level of care should be made case-by-case, based on clinical needs, exactly as they would be in the absence of AOT.

AOT case managers must carry caseloads small enough to allow significant, frequent contact with each participant. The case manager, working with the treating psychiatrist and other appropriate team members, must monitor the participant’s adherence to treatment and observe for behavior changes similar to previous behavior that preceded a psychiatric crisis. An AOT program must maintain a clear understanding as to who is responsible for monitoring each AOT participant, and when and how to take action if warranted.

While medications and case management are at the heart of most AOT treatment plans, participants will ideally have access to other evidence-based treatments such as Individual Placement and Support (IPS), Integrated Dual Disorder Treatment (IDDT) and Cognitive Behavioral Therapy for Psychosis (CBT-p), to name a few.

This is not to say that a mental health system must have all these services in place before implementing AOT. The research associating AOT with improved treatment outcomes has examined programs with relatively robust treatment services in place, but does not identify any particular treatment service as essential to such outcomes. Until such data emerges from future study, it is reasonable to assume that at a minimum, a typical treatment plan should include case management, medication management and psychiatry.

**Tip 3: Incorporate a treatment plan into the court order.**

Some state AOT laws require a treatment plan to be presented to the court and incorporated into the AOT order, such that the order becomes not just a general directive to adhere to prescribed treatment, but a specific directive to adhere to the particular set of treatment services that have been identified as necessary to allow the participant to live safely in the community. Even in states that do not require this under law, there is no barrier to the treatment team presenting a treatment plan to the court and requesting its incorporation into the order. Many
programs find this process helpful as a means of defining expectations among the participant, providers and the court.

The treatment plan should be a basic outline of services to be provided, the provider responsible for each such service and the participant’s responsibilities for adherence. It should be written so that minor changes recommended by the treatment team will not require court approval. For example, if the plan includes medication, specific brands or dosages should not be listed, as these frequently require changes over the course of a participant’s treatment.

As a routine, standardized practice, the treatment plan should be developed in collaboration with the AOT participant. As stated in American Psychiatric Association guidelines, "patients and their families should be consulted about their treatment preferences and should be provided with a copy of the involuntary outpatient commitment plan, so that they will be aware of the conditions to which the patient will be expected to adhere." This is essential to maximize the participant’s sense of self-direction and personal investment in the plan.

Of course, it will not always be possible to submit a plan to the court which the participant fully agrees with. A participant’s challenge to the appropriateness or necessity of a particular aspect of the treatment plan must be taken seriously (and in some states will require court consideration if presented as a motion to modify the order), but the court should maintain a general reluctance to interfere with clinical determinations of the participant’s needs.

**Tip 4: Respond appropriately to treatment non-adherence.**

It is not unusual or alarming for an AOT participant to miss one or more scheduled appointments, or even to stop taking prescribed medication. This alone is not reason to revoke outpatient status. However, if such non-adherence results in a change in behavior and if that behavior change is consistent with an established pattern of psychiatric deterioration which has historically led to re-hospitalization, the treatment team should never wait for a full decompensation to occur.

Before requesting that law enforcement detain the participant for evaluation to address detected non-adherence (as AOT court orders typically permit), the treatment team should endeavor to assess the participant, either in person in the community, and/or through any collateral information available. If the participant is not clearly demonstrating changes in behavior consistent with previous signs or symptoms of decompensation, the team should review the case to determine new engagement strategies and modify the treatment plan accordingly.

However, if the treatment team concludes that a more restrictive level of care must be considered, it should not hesitate to take action. The absence of sanctions in the AOT model should not be mistaken for an absence of consequence. In one study that found an AOT program ineffective, a primary explanation proffered by the authors was that the program had failed to establish a mechanism to respond meaningfully to substantial non-adherence.26
AOT programs tend to have similar legal mechanisms available under state law to address non-adherence. Typically, after good faith efforts to solicit adherence have failed and the treatment team has become concerned that the participant may be in need of hospital care or other intervention, the treatment team notifies the court and requests an ex parte order for emergency evaluation. In some states, a judicial pick-up order is not necessary because state law authorizes a clinician to order the pick-up. Regardless of the outcome of this evaluation, if status hearings are a part of the AOT program model, the participant should be brought back to court for a status hearing to stress the importance of adherence to the court order.

Many AOT participants with histories of medication non-adherence are prescribed long-acting injectable antipsychotics (LAIs) when clinically appropriate. If the participant is late or has missed one or more doses of an LAI, they may be willing to resume such medication. The evaluating physician will need to determine if this is a safe and acceptable option. In most states the AOT order does not authorize the physical holding of a patient to administer an injection; state laws authorizing restraint and the involuntary administration of medication under certain circumstances must not be conflated with AOT laws.

Ultimately, an AOT participant cannot be committed to hospital care unless found to meet the state’s ordinary criteria for inpatient commitment. In many cases of AOT non-adherence, this standard will not have been reached and the participant will have a right to return to the community. However, many AOT programs have found in these situations that the short-term hold followed swiftly by a court appearance, and the opportunity it affords to reconnect the participant with the treatment team and court, is usually effective in getting the participant re-engaged with treatment.

**Tip 5: Maintain a sufficient duration of commitment for each participant.**

The length of time that a participant spends on AOT is a policy matter for which research informs best practices. In North Carolina, a randomized controlled trial found that AOT was effective in achieving its intended outcomes only if continued for a period of 6 months or more. In New York, a study examining the sustainability of the gains participants had achieved while under AOT, one year after graduation, yielded an unexpected finding. For participants who had received AOT for only the six months of the initial order period, the sustainability of clinical gains a year after graduation was found to depend on whether the participant had remained enrolled in ACT after leaving AOT: those who continued in ACT tended to sustain their gains, while those who did not receive ACT tended to fall back. However, participants whose court orders had been renewed and kept in effect beyond the initial six months were found to have largely sustained their clinical gains, regardless of whether they had continued in ACT.

---

\[This\ \text{study}\ \text{did}\ \text{not}\ \text{compare}\ \text{ACT}\ \text{with}\ \text{other}\ \text{intensive}\ \text{services},\ \text{so\ should\ not\ be\ taken\ to\ indicate\ that\ ACT\ itself\ is}\ \text{the}\ \text{proper}\ \text{level}\ \text{of}\ \text{care}\ \text{at}\ \text{the}\ \text{end}\ \text{of}\ \text{an}\ \text{AOT}\ \text{period}\ \text{of}\ \text{six}\ \text{months}\ \text{or}\ \text{less}.\]
More research is needed on the question of the optimal period of an AOT order given the variations across regions. That said, for most AOT participants, it seems clear from current data that the length of time in the program matters. This should not be surprising. The goal of AOT is to help a participant engage with the treatment team, develop therapeutic relationships and come to recognize the improvements to their quality of life. For a participant with a long history of disengagement, the process of gaining trust in the treatment system and finding value in treatment requires sufficient time to take root.

As a guideline, AOT programs should seek to keep each participant under AOT for more than six months. The maximum length of each court order is a matter of state law and varies widely. Some states only permit an AOT order of 90 days or less. However, in nearly all states, AOT orders may be renewed an indefinite number of times, so long as the participant continues to meet statutory criteria. Clinical findings as to readiness, not the maximum court order length under state law, should drive a decision on whether to allow the AOT period to lapse (or to discharge someone from AOT prior to the expiration of the court order, which is also permissible in some states).

The court order should not be allowed to lapse if the evaluating clinician lacks confidence that the participant has come to understand the benefits of maintaining consistent treatment engagement and is equipped to keep it going without the court’s involvement. A program will inevitably encounter participants who succeed under AOT in avoiding negative outcomes, but whose baseline conditions prevent progress in recognizing their need for treatment. In these cases, to stop AOT prematurely might consign the participant to fall back into a pattern of non-engagement. It is quite appropriate, and should not be regarded as a system failure, to keep such a participant in AOT as long as necessary through a series of court order renewals. Every effort, however, should be made to improve the participant’s functioning and voluntary engagement in order to facilitate discharge from AOT. As with involuntary hospital commitments, the goal should be to return the participant to maximum level of autonomy appropriate for their abilities.

**Tip 6: Make judicious use of law enforcement partners.**

The American Psychiatric Association (APA) recommends that AOT court orders include language to explicitly authorize a clinician to direct a law enforcement officer to pick up a participant who may be decompensating and transport them to a facility for evaluation. This facilitates rapid response to non-adherence, which is essential to effective practice of AOT. New York’s AOT statute grants this authority directly to physicians, allowing the treatment team to effectuate a pick-up when deemed clinically necessary without having to obtain a new court order.

It is also true that every encounter between an armed officer and a vulnerable person with mental illness carries a risk of exacerbating the person’s distress or an even more tragic result. For this reason, AOT programs should avoid overreliance on law enforcement partners. When
participants begin to show behavior changes that raise concerns of a relapse, a program should do everything it can to address the situation with increased clinical supports. Involuntary evaluation requiring law enforcement transportation should be the last resort.

There are other opportunities for law enforcement partners to add value to AOT programs, particularly in jurisdictions where police or sheriffs deploy Crisis Intervention Team (CIT) officers. These are officers who have been trained to have special sensitivity to the needs and behaviors of people with mental illness, who make it their business to know those in the community who struggle and help them avoid criminalization. It is particularly important for CIT officers to be aware that a known individual is participating in AOT, so that they may alert the treatment team if they observe behaviors suggesting treatment disengagement.

Accordingly, AOT programs and courts should consider developing mechanisms to report active AOT orders to law enforcement partners. Some stakeholders may be uncomfortable with a practice of routine reporting out of concern that it runs afoul of the “Privacy Rule” of the federal Health Insurance Portability and Accountability Act (HIPAA), which generally bars disclosure of protected health information without a patient’s consent. This may be of less concern in states where civil commitment proceedings are conducted in open court and considered a matter of open record.

In states where civil commitment is considered a confidential proceeding, a program should consider whether HIPAA concerns may be allayed by having the court specifically call for the disclosure to a particular law enforcement officer in the body of the AOT court order. A regulation promulgated by the U.S. Department of Health and Human Services establishes an explicit exception to the Privacy Rule, permitting disclosure of protected health information “for a law enforcement purpose to a law enforcement official ... in compliance with and as limited by the relevant requirements of ... a court order[.]” \(^{30}\)

An important caveat here is that many states have medical privacy laws of their own, which may go beyond HIPAA in restricting access to health information. An AOT program should consult counsel before setting policy on disclosures to law enforcement.

**Tip 7: Ensure warm hand-offs upon treatment transitions.**

AOT participants commonly transition between levels of care or even institutions during the period of commitment. It is incumbent upon the treatment team to ensure that when these changes happen, new providers are well informed of the participant’s treatment plan, especially the medications and any issues pertaining to risk of harm to self or others. If the participant is hospitalized, the outpatient treatment team should play an integral role in discharge planning. Visits to the hospital may provide opportunities for engagement as the case manager and participant align towards the goal of discharge.

If the participant ends up arrested and jailed for a criminal matter, the case manager should contact the jail’s healthcare staff to see if the jail will be able to offer medications prescribed in
the community and if the participant is willing to accept them. Continuation of medication should be a top priority. Communication with the jail and possibly the participant’s criminal defense attorney is especially critical if the offense is a misdemeanor, since the participant’s release might occur at any time. As soon as possible after release, the treatment team should establish contact to evaluate the participant and see that medication is continued immediately.

The ultimate treatment transition occurs when the participant is ready to leave AOT and engage in voluntary treatment. If this requires transition to a new provider, a joint meeting among the participant, the case manager and the new provider is beneficial to maintain continuity of care.

A participant’s decision to relocate outside the jurisdiction of the AOT program is always a potential contingency. If the participant moves to another state, or to a county within the same state that does not have an AOT program, the court should consider terminating the order once the participant's relocation has been verified. However, if the participant moves to another county within the same state that does practice AOT, it will usually be possible to transfer the court order to the new county of residence and arrange for the program in the new county to assume responsibility for treatment provision.

Regardless of whether AOT will continue in the new jurisdiction of residence, the treating agency should work with the participant to arrange for continued care. Whenever possible, this should include a “warm hand-off” with intake appointments and seamless continuation of medication.

**Tip 8: Encourage family and friend engagement.**

With the participant’s consent, including a family member or friend in the AOT process can promote positive outcomes. Families and other members of the participant’s support network can help explain the AOT program and emphasize the importance of treatment adherence. Having a supportive person in the courtroom can also help ease the participant’s anxiety about appearing before a judge. And in programs employing an active court model, it provides the judge with another important perspective on whether the participant is making real progress towards their life goals.

Family members and friends can be helpful contacts for the treatment team because they are often the first to notice signs of psychiatric deterioration and can bring concerns to the attention of the case manager before the situation becomes a crisis. Just as importantly, they tend to notice and appreciate a participant’s improvements and can provide positive reinforcement.

An added bonus of including family members and friends in the AOT process is that they can become some of the best advocates for the AOT program itself. Grateful family members often want to give back by sharing their experience with others and raising awareness of the program. It also provides program leaders with valuable feedback that can lead to program improvements.

The participant must be permitted to choose the family member(s) or friend(s) they find most helpful. Some might in fact undermine treatment adherence if their goals do not align with the
participant’s or if they are not convinced of medication’s effectiveness in treating mental illness. If the influence of such a family member or friend seems unavoidable, the treatment team should consider whether outreach to them would be a worthwhile intervention.

Conclusion
In its optimal form, AOT is practiced through a carefully planned program requiring close collaboration between the mental health system and the civil court. An AOT program can have positive impacts on both the people it serves and the greater community. Increased treatment adherence resulting from AOT translates to reduced use of hospitals, crisis services and jails; improved quality of life for individuals with SMI; increased public and participant safety; and overall reduced costs to society. AOT should be one of the tools available in every community to meet the needs of the small subset of individuals with mental illness who demonstrate difficulty with voluntary treatment adherence.

As noted repeatedly above, the research on specific practices in AOT implementation is lacking. It is recommended that further research attempt to answer important questions such as:

- Does a participant’s personal interaction with the judge at the initial hearing and/or subsequent status conferences improve AOT outcomes if all other treatment interventions are equal?
- Which services are essential to AOT?
- What guidance can be offered to community mental health to maximize treatment engagement and limit the need for AOT orders, and what guidance can be given to AOT programs in transitioning participants to voluntary services?
- What role may AOT play for criminal justice-involved individuals?
- What are the most effective implementation approaches to AOT?
- How do funding and management of funding sources affect the operations of AOT programs?
Endnotes:
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17 New York State’s AOT data collection provides a good example of such a system. See https://www.omh.ny.gov/omhweb/kendra_web/interimreport/aotstatus.htm.
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